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Abstract
This paper proposes an API for Batched Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (Batched
BLAS). We focus on many independent BLAS operations on small matrices that are grouped
together as a single routine, called Batched BLAS routine, with the aim of providing more efficient, but portable, implementations of algorithms on high-performance manycore architectures
(like multi/manycore CPU processors, GPUs, and coprocessors).

1

INTRODUCTION

The origins of the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) standard can be traced back to
1973, when Hanson, Krogh, and Lawson wrote an article in the SIGNUM Newsletter (Vol. 8,
no. 4, p. 16) describing the advantages of adopting a set of basic routines for problems in linear
algebra. This led to the development of the original BLAS [1], which indeed turned out to be
advantageous and very successful. It was adopted as a standard and used in a wide range of
numerical software, including LINPACK [2]. An extended, Level 2 BLAS, was proposed for matrixvector operations [3]. Unfortunately, while successful for the vector-processing machines at the time,
Level 2 BLAS was not a good fit for the cache-based machines that emerged in the 1980’s. With
these cache based machines, it was preferable to express computations as matrix-matrix operations.
Matrices were split into small blocks so that basic operations were performed on blocks that could
fit into cache memory. This approach avoids excessive movement of data to and from memory and
gives a surface-to-volume effect for the ratio of operations to data movement. Subsequently, Level
3 BLAS was proposed [4], covering the main types of matrix-matrix operations, and LINPACK
was redesigned into LAPACK [5] to use the new Level 3 BLAS where possible. For the emerging
multicore architectures of the 2000’s, the PLASMA library [6] introduced tiled algorithms and
tiled data layouts. To handle parallelism, algorithms were split into tasks and data dependencies
among the tasks were generated, and used by runtime systems to properly schedule the tasks’
execution over the available cores, without violating any of the data dependencies. Overhead of
scheduling becomes a challenge in this approach, since a single Level 3 BLAS routine on large
matrices would be split into many Level 3 BLAS computations on small matrices, all of which
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must be analyzed, scheduled, and launched, without using information that these are actually
independent data-parallel operations that share similar data dependencies.
In the 2010’s, the apparently relentless trend in high performance computing (HPC) toward
large-scale, heterogeneous systems with GPU accelerators and coprocessors made the near total
absence of linear algebra software optimized for small matrix operations especially noticeable. The
typical method of utilizing such hybrid systems is to increase the scale and resolution of the model
used by an application, which in turn increases both matrix size and computational intensity;
this tends to be a good match for the steady growth in performance and memory capacity of
this type of hardware (see Figure 1 for an example of the memory hierarchy of this type of hardware). Unfortunately, numerous modern applications are cast in terms of a solution of many small
matrix operations; that is, at some point in their execution, such programs must perform a computation that is cumulatively very large, but whose individual parts are very small; when such
operations are implemented naı̈vely using the typical approach, they perform poorly. Applications
that suffer from this problem include those that require tensor contractions (as in quantum Hall
effect), astrophysics [7], metabolic networks [8], CFD and resulting PDEs through direct and multifrontal solvers [9], high-order FEM schemes for hydrodynamics [10], direct-iterative preconditioned
solvers [11], quantum chemistry [12], image [13], and signal processing [14].
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Figure 1: Memory hierarchy of a heterogeneous system from the point of view of a CUDA core of
an NVIDIA K40c GPU with 2, 880 CUDA cores.
One might expect that such applications would be well suited to accelerators or coprocessors, like
GPUs. Due to the high levels of parallelism that these devices support, they can efficiently achieve
very high performance for large data parallel computations when they are used in combination with
a CPU that handles the part of the computation that is difficult to parallelize [15, 16, 17]. But
for several reasons, this turns out not to be the case for applications that involve large amounts
of data that come in small units. For the case of LU, QR, and Cholesky factorizations of many
small matrices, we have demonstrated that, under such circumstances, by creating software that
groups these small inputs together and runs them in large “batches,” we can dramatically improve
performance [18, 19]. By using batched operations to overcome the bottleneck, small problems can
be solved two to three times faster on GPUs, and with four to five times better energy efficiency
than on multicore CPUs alone (subject to the same power draw). For example, Figure 2, Left
illustrates this for the case of many small LU factorizations – even in a multicore setting the
batched approach outperforms its non-batched counterpart by a factor of approximately 2, while the
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batched approach in MAGMA on a K40c GPU outperforms by about 2× the highly optimized CPU
batched version running on 16 Intel Sandy Bridge cores [18]. The factorizations are organized as a
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Figure 2: Speedup (Left) and power consumption (Right) achieved by the MAGMA Batched LU
factorization on NVIDIA K40c GPU vs. 16 cores of Intel Xeon ES-2670 (Sandy Bridge) 2.60GHz
CPUs.
sequence of batched BLAS calls. Note that NVIDIA is already providing some optimized Batched
BLAS implementations in CUBLAS [20], and Intel has also included a batched matrix-matrix
product (GEMM BATCH) in MKL [21]. The performance improvement over this batched version
from CUBLAS is due to batched BLAS optimizations and some algorithmic improvements [18].
For example, these particular results were used to speed up a nuclear network simulation – the
XNet benchmark, as shown in Figure 3(a) – up to 3.6×, vs. using the MKL Library, and up to 2×
speedup over the MA48 factorization from the Harwell Subroutine Library [22], by solving hundreds
of matrices of size 150×150 on the Titan supercomputer at ORNL [23]. Another example shown (in
Figure 3(b)) is the astrophysical thermonuclear networks coupled to hydrodynamical simulations
in explosive burning scenarios [24] that was accelerated 7× by using the batched approach.
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Figure 3: Acceleration of different applications by using batched approach.
Given the fundamental importance of numerical libraries to science and engineering applications
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of all types [25], the need for libraries that can perform batched operations on small matrices has
clearly become acute. Therefore, to fill this critical gap, we propose standard interfaces for batched
BLAS operatons.
The interfaces are intentionally designed to be close to the BLAS standard and to be hardware
independent. They are given in C for use in C/C++ programs, but extensions/implementations
can be called from other languages, e.g., Fortran. The goal is to provide the developers of applications, compilers, and runtime systems with the option of expressing many small BLAS operations
as a single call to a routine from the new batch operation standard, and thus to allow the entire
linear algebra (LA) community to collectively attack a wide range of small matrix problems.
2

NAMING CONVENTIONS

The name of a Batched BLAS routine follows, and extends as needed, the conventions of the
corresponding BLAS routine. In particular, the name is composed of 5 characters, specifying the
BLAS routine and described below, followed by the suffix batch:
o The first character in the name denotes the data type of the matrix, as follows:
- s float
- d double
- c complex
- z double complex (if available)
o Characters two and three in the name refer to the kind of matrix involved, as follows:
- ge All matrices are general rectangular
- he One of the matrices is Hermitian
- sy One of the matrices is symmetric
- tr One of the matrices is triangular
o The fourth and fifth, and in one case sixth, characters in the name denote the operation.
For example, for the Level 3 Batched BLAS, the operations are given as follows:
- mm Matrix-matrix product
- rk

Rank-k update of a symmetric or Hermitian matrix

- r2k Rank-2k update of a symmetric or Hermitian matrix
- sm

Solve a system of linear equations for a matrix of right-hand sides

The Level 1 and Level 2 Batched BLAS operations follow the corresponding Level 1 and
Level 2 BLAS operations.
3

ARGUMENT CONVENTIONS

We follow a convention for the list of arguments that is similar to that for BLAS, with the necessary
adaptations concerning the batched operations. The order of arguments is as follows:
1. Array of arguments specifying options
2. Array of arguments defining the sizes of the matrices
4

3. Array of descriptions of the input-output matrices
4. Array of input scalars (associated with input-output matrices)
5. Array of input scalars
6. Integer that specifies the number of matrices in the batch
7. An enumerated value that specifies the style for the batched computation
8. Array of info parameters
Note that not every category is present in each of the routines.
3.1

Arguments specifying options

The arguments that specify options are of enum type with names side, transa, transb, trans, uplo,
and diag. These arguments, along with the values that they can take, are described below:
o side has two possible values which are used by the routines as follows:
- BatchLeft: Specifies to multiply a general matrix by symmetric, Hermitian, or triangular matrix on the left;
- BatchRight: Specifies to multiply general matrix by symmetric, Hermitian, or triangular matrix on the right.
o transa, transb, and trans can have three possible values each, which is used to specify the
following:
- BatchNoTrans: Operate with the matrix as it is;
- BatchTrans: Operate with the transpose of the matrix;
- BatchConjTrans: Operate with the conjugate transpose of the matrix.
Note that in the real case, the values ‘BatchTrans’ and ‘BatchConjTrans’ have the same
meaning.
o uplo is used by the Hermitian, symmetric, and triangular matrix routines to specify whether
the upper or lower triangle is being referenced, as follows:
- BatchLower: Lower triangle;
- BatchUpper: Upper triangle.
o diag is used by the triangular matrix routines to specify whether the matrix is unit triangular,
as follows:
- BatchUnit: Unit triangular;
- BatchNonUnit: Nonunit triangular.
When diag is supplied as ‘BatchUnit’, the diagonal elements are not referenced.
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3.2

Arguments defining the sizes

The sizes of matrices Ai , Bi , and Ci for the ith BLAS operation are determined by the corresponding
values of the arrays m, n, and k at position i (see the routine interfaces in Section 4). It is permissible
to call the routines with m or n = 0, in which case the routines do not reference their corresponding
matrices arguments and do not perform any computation on the corresponding matrices Ai , Bi ,
and Ci . If m and n > 0, but k = 0, the Level 3 BLAS operation reduces to C = βC (this applies to
the gemm, syrk, herk, syr2k, and her2k routines). The input-output matrix (B for the tr routines,
C otherwise) is always m × n if working with rectangular A, and n × n if A is a square matrix.
If the batch opts argument specifies Batched BLAS operations on matrices of the same sizes (see
Section 3.6), the m, n, and k values for all matrices are specified by the m[0], n[0], and k[0] values,
respectively.
3.3

Arguments describing the input-output matrices

The description of the matrix consists of the array name (arrayA, arrayB, or arrayC) followed
by an array of the leading dimension as declared in the calling function (lda, ldb, or ldc). The
ith values of the arrayA, arrayB, and arrayC are pointers to the arrays of data Ai , Bi , and Ci ,
respectively. Similarly, the values of lda[i], ldb[i], and ldc[i] correspond to the leading dimensions
of the matrices Ai , Bi , and Ci , respectively. For batch style with the same leading dimensions (see
Section 3.6), the leading dimensions are specified by lda[0], ldb[0], and ldc[0] for all corresponding
{Ai }, {Bi }, and {Ci } matrices.
3.4

Arguments defining the input scalar

Arrays of scalars are named alpha and beta, where values at position i correspond to the α and β
scalars for the BLAS operation involving matrices Ai , Bi , and Ci . For batch style with the same
scalars (see Section 3.6), the scalars are given by alpha[0] and beta[0].
3.5

Specification of the number of matrices

The batch count argument is an integer that indicates the number of matrices to be processed.
3.6

Batch style specifications

The batch opts argument is an enumerated value that specifies the style for the batched computation. Permitted values are either BATCH FIXED or BATCH VARIABLE, which stand
for computation of matrices with same or variable sizes (including operation options, sizes, matrix
leading dimensions, and scalars), respectively.
Note that through these options one can specify constant size or variable size Batched BLAS
operations. If a constant size batch is requested, the arguments point to the corresponding constant
value. The goal of this parameter is to remove the need for users to prepare and pass arrays
whenever they have the same elements. Based on the batch opts value, an expert routine specific
to the value/style can be called while keeping the top interface the same.
3.7

Error handling defined by the INFO array

The following values of arguments are invalid:
o Any value of the character arguments side, transa, transb, trans, uplo, or diag whose
meaning is not specified;
o If any of m, n, k, lda, ldb, or ldc is less than zero.
If a routine is called with an invalid value for batch count, the routine will return an error in inf o[0]
that refers to the number of the batch count argument (counting from one). Otherwise, if a routine
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is called with an invalid value for any of its other arguments for a BLAS operation at position i,
the routine will return an error in inf o[i] that refers to the number of the first invalid argument
(counting from one).
4

SCOPE and SPECIFICATIONS OF THE LEVEL 3 BATCHED BLAS

The Level 3 Batched BLAS routines described here have been derived in a fairly obvious manner
from the interfaces of their corresponding Level 3 BLAS routines. The advantage in keeping the
design of the software as consistent as possible with that of the BLAS is that it will be easier for
users to replace their BLAS calls by calling the Batched BLAS when needed, and to remember the
calling sequences and the parameter conventions. In real arithmetic, the operations proposed for
the Level 3 Batched BLAS have an interface described as follows.
4.1

Matrix-matrix products {s,d,c,z}gemm batch

This routine performs a batch of one of the matrix-matrix operations described below:
Cm×n = α · Am×k × Bk×n + β · Cm×n ,
Cm×n = α · ATk×m × Bk×n + β · Cm×n ,
Cm×n = α · AH
k×m × Bk×n + β · Cm×n ,
T
Cm×n = α · Am×k × Bn×k
+ β · Cm×n ,
H
Cm×n = α · Am×k × Bn×k
+ β · Cm×n ,
T
Cm×n = α · ATk×m × Bn×k
+ β · Cm×n ,
H
Cm×n = α · AH
k×m × Bn×k + β · Cm×n .

The calling routine is described as follows:
{s, d, c, z}gemm batch(enum

∗transa,

enum

∗transb,

integer

∗m,

integer

∗n,

integer

∗k,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗alpha,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayA,
∗lda,

integer
{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayB,
∗ldb,

integer
{s, d, c, z}precision

∗beta,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayC,

integer

∗ldc,

integer

batch count,

enum

batch opts,
∗inf o)

integer
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where {s,d,c,z}precision denotes one of the four standard floating-point arithmetic precisions (float,
double, complex, or double complex). The transa and transb arrays can be of size one for the same
size batch and of size at least batch count for the variable sizes case. For the latter, each value defines
the operation on the corresponding matrix. In the real precision case, the values BatchTrans and
BatchConjTrans have the same meaning. The m, n, and k arrays of integers are of size at least
batch count, where each value defines the dimension of the operation on each corresponding matrix.
The alpha and beta arrays provide the scalars α and β, described in the equation above. They
are of the same precision as the arrays A, B, and C. The arrays of pointers arrayA, arrayB, and
arrayC are of size at least batch count and point to the matrices {Ai }, {Bi }, and {Ci }. The size
of matrix Ci is m[i] × n[i]. The sizes of the matrices Ai and Bi depend on transa[i] and transb[i];
their corresponding sizes are mentioned in the equation above. The arrays of leading dimensions
lda, ldb, and ldc define the leading dimension of each of the matrices {Ai (lda, ∗)}, {Bi (ldb, ∗)}, and
{Ci (ldc, ∗)}, respectively.
If the batch opts argument specifies that the batch is of BATCH FIXED type, only transa[0],
transb[0], m[0], n[0], k[0], alpha[0], lda[0], ldb[0], beta[0], and ldc[0] are used to specify the gemm
parameters for the batch.
The array inf o defines the error array. It is an output array of integers of size batch count
where a value at position i reflects the argument error for the gemm with matrices Ai , Bi , and Ci .
4.2

Hermitian matrix-matrix products {c,z}hemm batch, {s,d,c,z}symm batch

This routine performs a batch of matrix-matrix products, each expressed in one of the following
forms:
Cm×n = α · Am×m × Bm×n + β · Cm×n
Cm×n = α · Bm×n × An×n + β · Cm×n

if side = BatchLeft
if side = BatchRight,

where the matrices A, B, and C are real symmetric ({s,d}symm batch), complex symmetric
({c,z}symm batch), or complex Hermitian ({c,z}hemm batch), and α and β are scalars.
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The calling routine is described as follows:
{s, d, c, z}symm batch(enum

∗side,

enum

∗uplo,

integer

∗m,

integer

∗n,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗alpha,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayA,
∗lda,

integer
{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayB,
∗ldb,

integer
{s, d, c, z}precision

∗beta,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayC,

integer

∗ldc,

integer

batch count,

enum

batch opts,
∗inf o)

integer

The side array is of size at least batch count and each value defines the operation on each matrix as
described in the equations above. The uplo array is of size at least batch count and defines whether
the upper or the lower triangular part of the matrix is to be referenced. The m and n arrays of
integers are of size at least batch count and define the dimension of the operation on each matrix.
The alpha and beta arrays provide the scalars α and β described in the equation above. They are
of the same precision as the arrays A, B, and C. The arrays arrayA, arrayB, and arrayC are the
arrays of pointers of size batch count that point to the matrices {Ai }, {Bi }, and {Ci }. The size of
matrix Ci is m[i] × n[i]. The sizes of the matrices Ai and Bi depend on side[i]; their corresponding
sizes are mentioned in the equations above. The arrays of leading dimensions lda, ldb, and ldc
define the leading dimension of each of the matrices {Ai (lda, ∗)}, {Bi (ldb, ∗)}, and {Ci (ldc, ∗)},
respectively.
If the batch opts argument specifies that the batch is of BATCH FIXED type, only side[0], uplo[0],
m[0], n[0], alpha[0], lda[0], ldb[0], beta[0], and ldc[0] are used to specify the symm parameters for
the batch.
The array inf o defines the error array. It is an output array of integers of size batch count
where a value at position i reflects the argument error for the symm with matrices Ai , Bi , and Ci .
4.3

Rank-k updates of a symmetric/Hermitian matrix {c,z}herk batch, {s,d,c,z}syrk batch

This routine performs a batch of rank-k updates of real symmetric ({s,d}syrk batch), complex
symmetric ({c,z}syrk batch), or complex Hermitian ({c,z}herk batch) matrices in the form:
Cn×n
Cn×n
Cn×n
Cn×n

= α · An×k × ATn×k + β · Cn×n
= α · ATk×n × Ak×n + β · Cn×n
= α · An×k × AH
n×k + β · Cn×n
= α · AH
×
A
k×n + β · Cn×n
k×n

for
for
for
for
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syrk if trans = BatchNoTrans
syrk if trans = BatchTrans
herk if trans = BatchNoTrans
herk if trans = BatchConjTrans

The calling routine is described as follows:
{s, d, c, z}syrk batch(enum

∗uplo,

enum

∗trans,

integer

∗n,

integer

∗k,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗alpha,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayA,
∗lda,

integer
{s, d, c, z}precision

∗beta,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayC,

integer

∗ldc,

integer

batch count,

enum

batch opts,
∗inf o)

integer

The uplo array is of size at least batch count and defines whether the upper or the lower triangular
part of the matrix is to be referenced. The trans array is of size at least batch count where each
value defines the operation on each matrix. In the real precision case, the values ‘BatchTrans’
and ‘BatchConjTrans’ have the same meaning. In the complex case, trans = BatchConjTrans
is not allowed in xsyrk batch. The n and k arrays of integers are of size at least batch count and
define the dimensions of the operation on each matrix. The alpha and beta arrays provide the
scalars α and β described in the equation above. They are of the same precision as the arrays A
and C. The arrays of pointers arrayA and arrayC are of size batch count and point to the matrices
{Ai } and {Ci }. The size of matrix Ci is n[i] × n[i]. All matrices {Ci } are either real or complex
symmetric. The size of the matrix Ai depends on trans[i]; its corresponding size is mentioned in
the equation above. The arrays of leading dimensions lda and ldc define the leading dimension of
each of the matrices {Ai (lda, ∗)} and {Ci (ldc, ∗)}, respectively.
If the batch opts field specifies that the batch is of BATCH FIXED type, only uplo[0], trans[0],
n[0], k[0], alpha[0], lda[0], beta[0], and ldc[0] are used to specify the syrk parameters for the batch.
The array inf o defines the error array. It is an output array of integers of size batch count
where a value at position i reflects the argument error for the syrk with matrices Ai and Ci .
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{c, z}herk batch(enum

∗uplo,

enum

∗trans,

integer

∗n,

integer

∗k,

{s, d}precision

∗alpha,

{c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayA,
∗lda,

integer
{s, d}precision

∗beta,

{c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayC,

integer

∗ldc,

integer

batch count,

enum

batch opts,
∗inf o)

integer

This routine is only available for the complex precision. It has the same parameters as the
{s,d,c,z}syrk batch except that the trans = BatchTrans is not allowed in xherk batch and that
alpha and beta are real. The matrices {Ci } are complex Hermitian.
If the batch opts argument specifies that the batch is of BATCH FIXED type, only uplo[0], trans[0],
n[0], k[0], alpha[0], lda[0], beta[0], and ldc[0] are used to specify the herk parameters for the batch.
The array inf o defines the error array. It is an output array of integers of size batch count
where a value at position i reflects the argument error for the herk with matrices Ai and Ci .
4.4

Rank-2k updates of a symmetric/Hermitian matrix {c,z}her2k batch, {s,d,c,z}syr2k batch

This routine performs batched rank-2k updates on real symmetric ({s,d}syr2k batch), complex
symmetric ({c,z}syr2k batch), or complex Hermitian ({c,z}her2k batch) matrices of the form:
Cn×n
Cn×n
Cn×n
Cn×n

T
T +α·B
= α · An×k × Bn×k
n×k × An×k + β · Cn×n
T ×A
= α · ATk×n × Bk×n + α · Bk×n
k×n + β · Cn×n
H
= α · An×k × Bn×k + ᾱ · Bn×k × AH
n×k + β · Cn×n
H ×A
= α · AH
×
B
+
ᾱ
·
B
k×n
k×n + β · Cn×n
k×n
k×n
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for
for
for
for

syr2k if trans = BatchNoTrans
syr2k if trans = BatchTrans
her2k if trans = BatchNoTrans
her2k if trans = BatchConjTrans

The calling routine is described as follows:
{s, d, c, z}syr2k batch(enum

∗uplo,

enum

∗trans,

integer

∗n,

integer

∗k,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗alpha,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayA,
∗lda,

integer
{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayB,
∗ldb,

integer
{s, d, c, z}precision

∗beta,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayC,

integer

∗ldc,

integer

batch count,

enum

batch opts,
∗inf o)

integer

The uplo array is of size batch count and defines whether the upper or the lower triangular part of
the matrix is to be referenced. The trans array is of size batch count where each value defines the
operation on each matrix. In the real precision case, the values ‘BatchTrans’ and ‘BatchConjTrans’ have the same meaning. In the complex case, trans = BatchConjTrans is not allowed
in xsyr2k batch. The n and k arrays of integers are of size batch count and define the dimensions
of the operation on each matrix. The alpha and beta arrays provide the scalars α and β described
in the equations above. They are of the same precision as the arrays A, B, and C. The arrays
arrayA, arrayB, and arrayC are the arrays of pointers of size batch count that point to the matrices {Ai }, {Bi }, and {Ci }. The size of matrix Ci is n[i] × n[i]. All matrices {Ci } are either real
or complex symmetric. The size of the matrices Ai and Bi depends on trans[i]; its corresponding
size is mentioned in the equation above. The arrays of leading dimensions lda, ldb, and ldc define
the leading dimension of the matrices {Ai (lda, ∗)}, {Bi (ldb, ∗)}, and {Ci (ldc, ∗)}, respectively.
If the batch opts argument specifies that the batch is of BATCH FIXED type, only uplo[0], trans[0],
n[0], k[0], alpha[0], lda[0], ldb[0], beta[0], and ldc[0] are used to specify the syr2k parameters for
the batch.
The array inf o defines the error array. It is an output array of integers of size batch count
where a value at position i reflects the argument error for the syr2k with matrices Ai , Bi , and Ci .
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{c, z}her2k batch(enum

∗uplo,

enum

∗trans,

integer

∗n,

integer

∗k,

{c, z}precision

∗alpha,

{c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayA,
∗lda,

integer
{c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayB,
∗ldb,

integer
{s, d}precision

∗beta,

{c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayC,

integer

∗ldc,

integer

batch count,

enum

batch opts,
∗inf o)

integer

This routine is only available for the complex precision. It has the same parameters as the
{s,d,c,z}syr2k batch routine except that the trans = BatchTrans is not allowed in xher2k batch
and that beta is real. The matrices {Ci } are complex Hermitian.
If the batch opts argument specifies that the batch is of BATCH FIXED type, only uplo[0], trans[0],
n[0], k[0], alpha[0], lda[0], ldb[0], beta[0], and ldc[0] are used to specify the her2k parameters for
the batch.
The array inf o defines the error array. It is an output array of integers of size batch count
where a value at position i reflects the argument error for the her2k with matrices Ai , Bi , and Ci .
4.5

Multiplying a matrix by a triangular matrix {s,d,c,z}trmm batch

This routine performs a batch of one of the following matrix-matrix products, where the matrix A
is an upper or lower triangular matrix, and α is scalar:
Bm×n
Bm×n
Bm×n
Bm×n
Bm×n
Bm×n

= α · Am×m × Bm×n
= α · ATm×m × Bm×n
= α · AH
m×m × Bm×n
= α · Bm×n × Am×m
= α · Bm×n × ATm×m
= α · Bm×n × AH
m×m

if
if
if
if
if
if

side
side
side
side
side
side

=
=
=
=
=
=

BatchLeft and trans = BatchNoTrans
BatchLeft and trans = BatchTrans
BatchLeft and trans = BatchConjTrans
BatchRight and trans = BatchNoTrans
BatchRight and trans = BatchTrans
BatchRight and trans = BatchConjTrans
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{s, d, c, z}trmm batch(enum

∗side,

enum

∗uplo,

enum

∗trans,

enum

∗diag,

integer

∗m,

integer

∗n,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗alpha,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayA,
∗lda,

integer
{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayB,

integer

∗ldb,

integer

batch count,

enum

batch opts,
∗inf o)

integer

The side array is of size batch count and each value defines the operation on each matrix as
described in the equations above. The uplo array is of size batch count and defines whether the
upper or the lower triangular part of the matrices {Ai } are to be referenced. The trans is an array
of size batch count where each value defines the operation on each matrix. In the real precision
case, the values ‘BatchTrans’ and ‘BatchConjTrans’ have the same meaning. The diag array is
of size batch count where each value defines whether the corresponding matrix A is assumed to be
unit or non-unit triangular. The m and n arrays of integers are of size batch count and define the
dimension of the operation on each matrix. The alpha array provides the scalars α described in the
equation above. It is of the same precision as the arrays A and B. The arrays of pointer arrayA
and arrayB are of size batch count and point to the matrices {Ai } and {Bi }. The size of matrix
Bi is m[i] × n[i]. The size of matrix Ai depends on side[i]; its corresponding size is mentioned in
the equation above. The arrays of leading dimensions lda and ldb define the leading dimension of
the {Ai (lda, ∗)} and {Bi (ldb, ∗)} matrices, respectively.
If the batch opts argument specifies that the batch is of BATCH FIXED type, only side[0], uplo[0],
trans[0], diag[0], m[0], n[0], alpha[0], lda[0], and ldb[0] are used to specify the trmm parameters for
the batch.
The array inf o defines the error array. It is an output array of integers of size batch count
where a value at position i reflects the argument error for the trmm with matrices Ai and Bi .
4.6

Solving triangular systems of equations with multiple right-hand {s,d,c,z}trsm batch

This routine solves a batch of matrix equations. Each equation is described below, where the matrix
A is an upper or lower triangular matrix, and α is scalar:
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Bm×n
Bm×n
Bm×n
Bm×n
Bm×n
Bm×n

= α · A−1
m×m × Bm×n
= α · A−T
m×m × Bm×n
= α · A−H
m×m × Bm×n
= α · Bm×n × A−1
m×m
= α · Bm×n × A−T
m×m
= α · Bm×n × A−H
m×m

if
if
if
if
if
if

side
side
side
side
side
side

=
=
=
=
=
=

BatchLeft and trans = BatchNoTrans
BatchLeft and trans = BatchTrans
BatchLeft and trans = BatchConjTrans
BatchRight and trans = BatchNoTrans
BatchRight and trans = BatchTrans
BatchRight and trans = BatchConjTrans

{s, d, c, z}trsm batch(enum

∗side,

enum

∗uplo,

enum

∗trans,

enum

∗diag,

integer

∗m,

integer

∗n,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗alpha,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayA,
∗lda,

integer
{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayB,

integer

∗ldb,

integer

batch count,
batch opts,

enum

∗inf o)

integer

The side array is of size batch count where each value defines the operation on each matrix as
described in the equation above. The uplo array is of size batch count and defines whether the
upper or the lower triangular part of the matrices {Ai } are to be referenced. The trans array is
of size batch count where each value defines the operation on each matrix. In the real precision
case, the values ‘BatchTrans’ and ‘BatchConjTrans’ have the same meaning. The diag array
is of size batch count where each value defines whether the corresponding matrix A is assumed to
be unit or non-unit triangular. The m and n arrays of integers are of size batch count and define
the dimension of the operation on each matrix. The alpha array provides the scalars α described
in the equation above. It is of the same precision as the arrays A and B. The arrays of pointers
arrayA and arrayB are of size batch count and point to the matrices {Ai } and {Bi }. The size
of matrix Bi is m[i] × n[i]. The size of the matrix Ai depends on side[i]; its corresponding size is
mentioned in the equation above. The arrays of leading dimension lda and ldb define the leading
dimension of the matrices {Ai (lda, ∗)} and {Bi (ldb, ∗)}, respectively.
If the batch opts argument specifies that the batch is of BATCH FIXED type, only side[0], uplo[0],
trans[0], diag[0], m[0], n[0], alpha[0], lda[0], and ldb[0] are used to specify the trmm parameters for
the batch.
The array inf oI defines the error array. It is an output array of integers of size batch count
where a value at position i reflects the argument error for the trsm with matrices Ai and Bi .
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5

SCOPE and SPECIFICATIONS OF THE LEVEL 1 and LEVEL 2 BATCHED BLAS

Similarly to the derivation of a Level 3 Batched BLAS form the Level 3 BLAS, we derive Level 1
and Level 2 Batched BLAS from the corresponding Level 1 and Level 2 BLAS routines. Examples
are given below for the Level 1 y = αx + y (axpy) and the Level 2 y = αAx + βy (gemv) BLAS
routines.

{s, d, c, z}axpy batch(integer

∗n,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗alpha,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ x,
∗incx,

integer
{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ y,

integer

∗incy,

integer

batch count,
batch opts,

enum

∗inf o).

integer

{s, d, c, z}gemv batch(enum

∗trans,

integer

∗m,

integer

∗n,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗alpha,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayA,

integer

∗lda,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ x,

integer

∗incx,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗beta,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ y,

integer

∗incy,

integer

batch count,

enum

batch opts,
∗inf o).

integer

Here incx[i] and incy[i] from the ith BLAS operation must not be zero and specify the increments
for the elements of x[i] and y[i], respectively.
6

BATCHED LAPACK

The batched approach to BLAS can be applied to higher-level libraries, and in particular to LAPACK. In this extension, the Batched LAPACK routines are derived from the interfaces of their
corresponding LAPACK routines, similarly to the derivation of Batched BLAS from BLAS. For
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example, the specification for the batched LU factorizations (using partial pivoting with row interchanges) of general M-by-N matrices specified through arrayA, is derived from the LAPACK’s
getrf routine as follows:

{s, d, c, z}getrf batch(integer

∗m,

integer

∗n,

{s, d, c, z}precision

∗ ∗ arrayA,

integer

∗lda,

integer

∗ ∗ ipiv,

integer

batch count,

enum

batch opts,
∗inf o).

integer

7

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND FINAL REMARKS

Defining a Batched BLAS interface is a response to the demand for acceleration of new (batched)
linear algebra routines on heterogeneous and manycore architectures used in current applications.
While flattening the computations in applications to linear algebra on matrices (e.g., Level 3 BLAS)
works well for large matrices, handling small matrices brings new challenges. The batched approach works, but there are cases, where for example, operands {Ai }, {Bi }, and {Ci } share data,
operands are not directly available in the BLAS matrix format, or where the flattening may just
lose application-specific knowledge about data affinity, etc., in which cases there would be overheads
that could possibly be avoided. For instances where the operands originate from multi-dimensional
data, which is a common case, we are looking at new interfaces and data abstractions, e.g., tensorbased, where 1) explicit preparation of operands can be replaced by some index operation; 2)
operands do not need to be in matrix form, but instead, can be directly loaded in matrix form
in fast memory and proceed with the computation from there; 3) flattening will not lead to loss
of information, e.g., that can be used to enforce certain memory affinity or other optimization
techniques, because the entire data abstraction (tensor/s) will be available to the routine (and to
all cores/multiprocessors/etc.) [26, 27].
Finally, we reiterate that the goal is to provide the developers of applications, compilers, and
runtime systems with the option of expressing many small BLAS operations as a single call to a
routine from the new batch operation standard. Thus, we hope that this standard will help and
encourage community efforts to build higher-level algorithms, e.g., not only for dense problems as
in LAPACK, but also for sparse problems as in preconditioners for Krylov subspace solvers, sparse
direct multifrontal solvers, etc., using Batched BLAS routines. Some optimized Batched BLAS
implementations are already available in the MAGMA library, and moreover, industry leaders like
NVIDIA, Intel, and AMD, have also noticed the demand and have started providing some optimized
Batched BLAS implementations in their own vendor-optimized libraries.
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